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a b s t r a c t
This paper presents results from sensitivity studies conducted using the Distributed Generation Buildout Economic Assessment Tool (DG-BEAT). The viability of meeting commercial building loads with a
stationary fuel cells is studied under different conditions of electricity pricing, dispatch strategies, and
complementary technologies. Key ﬁndings support the notion that fuel cells are becoming economically viable alternatives in California, New York and Connecticut at installed costs of $7000–10,000/kW.
Michigan is identiﬁed as another state well suited to fuel cell development with heat recovery. Fuel
cell installations reduce net carbon emissions for commercial buildings by 20–30% when compared to
local, time-resolved, grid emissions. Grid sell-back, at 50% retail price, signiﬁcantly improves the economics of a base load fuel cell, but has little impact for a dispatchable system. At installed costs below
$5000/kW, load following capability results in signiﬁcant additional cost reductions as the generating
capacity is increased beyond the building’s base load requirements. Complementary technologies such
as chillers and thermal storage have a pronounced impact, particularly in warmer climates. Installing fuel
cells paired with electric chillers and thermal storage in Florida at buildings with exceptionally high air
conditioning demands can achieve the same economic beneﬁt as a typical New York building.
© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
This paper presents analyses conducted using the Distributed
Generation Build-Out Economic Assessment Tool (DG-BEAT) [1].
The aim of this paper is to perform sensitivity analyses of the
primary factors inﬂuencing the economic viability of stationary
fuel cell systems for commercial buildings in the United States.
Some of the important factors identiﬁed by others and that are
also considered here include: commercial electricity and gas rates
[2], time-of-use and demand charges, building dynamics, climate
impacts, fuel cell control capability [3–5], and balance of system
components such as thermal or electric energy storage [6,7] and
absorption chiller heat recovery [8,9].
Brieﬂy, the DG-BEAT tool performs a detailed energy dispatch
to meet an entire year of high resolution (15-min) building energy
data developed in Energy Plus [10,11]. The dispatch considers key
constraints such as generator ramp rates and turndown ratios, grid
interconnection limits, and energy storage charging/discharging
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inefﬁciencies. Non-linear efﬁciency curves are interpolated to
determine annual energy use, emissions, and costs corresponding to the dispatch. The same analysis features can be applied
to a variety of distributed generation technologies used to meet
a portion or all of the energy demands at a single building or
multiple buildings (e.g., campus). Balance of system components
(e.g., absorption chilling, energy storage) change the dynamics of
building-generator system by coupling or de-coupling the generation with cooling demands or electric demands.
Generator dynamics and dispatch are supported by physical modeling experience [12–14], and coupled with datasets for
renewable energy generation (e.g. insolation and wind speed proﬁles) [15,16], utility rate structures [17], spatially and temporally
resolved grid emissions of CO2 , NOx , and SOx [18]. The distribution
of commercial buildings in all 50 states is divided into 16 categories.
A detailed description of the open access software, DG-BEAT, can
be found in [1].
Stationary fuel cells have been successfully deployed at a number of commercial buildings including supermarkets [19], ofﬁce
buildings [20], and hotels [21]. Many of America’s largest companies are deploying stationary fuel cells in applications ranging
from data centers to onion processing [22]. Additional commercial
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Table 1
List of test scenario conditions.

Nomenclature
combined heat and power
CHP
DG
distributed generation
DG-BEAT Distributed Generation
Assessment Tool
fuel cell
FC
kW
kilowatt
MW
megawatt
net present cost
NPC
SOFC
solid oxide fuel cell
TES
thermal energy storage
TOU
time of use
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Build-out

Economic

Variables
ton
begin of on-peak electricity rates
end of on-peak electricity rates
toff
ron
duration of ramp from off-peak output to on-peak
output
duration of ramp from on-peak output to off-peak
roff
output
demandt demand at time interval t
DGt
output at time interval t

applications for which fuel cells have demonstrated economic viability such as biogas applications at wastewater treatment [23]
and landﬁll facilities, backup power [24], and tri-generation with
co-production of hydrogen [25] are not currently considered. Residential fuel cell applications require an order of magnitude cost
reduction to become cost effective [26,27] and are not considered
at this time.
Analyses of stationary fuel cell systems have often considered
only the electric output, while some have included an SOFC with
hydrogen co-production [4], electric energy storage [7], thermal
storage [28] or absorption chilling [8]. Some limited sensitivity
studies suggested a strong dependence upon the relative costs
of electricity and natural gas, the presence of net-metering tariffs, and additional CHP systems e.g. electric and thermal storage
[4]. Absorption chillers were shown to be well suited for thermodynamic integration with high temperature fuel cells although
the economic beneﬁt is undetermined [9]. The literature suggests
potential for improved economic performance from applying a dispatchable fuel cell to a building demand using either a simple [29]
or complex physical model of the system [3].
Most prior assessments of DG technology agree that only speciﬁc combinations of local energy costs, building type, DG system
and dispatch strategy result in energy, cost, and emissions savings
to buildings. Simulations are typically conducted on a case-by-case
basis. In an effort to accelerate the simulation process, an analysis by Pruitt et al. developed a series of mathematical formulas for
the determination of savings and losses using just a few characteristics of the building proﬁle and rate structure [2]. The current
work supports the ﬁndings of these previous studies and further
expands upon the comparative study capabilities of the literature
with a substantially more rigorous methodology and consideration
of a much broader set of buildings, generators, and energy rates.
The largest factor impacting the economic viability of fuel cells
is the value of energy conversion, calculated as the difference
between the local fuel (i.e. natural gas) and electricity prices. Fig. 1
presents this value for the commercial sector, utilizing the same
energy cost projections as DG-BEAT. The local favorability to distributed generation technologies is illustrated with respect to a
baseline “spark spread” determined from the national average for
electric and gas energy costs, and is highly sensitive to changes in

Scenario

Components

Control

Electric rate

Grid sellback

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

FC + CHP
FC + CHP
FC + CHP
FC + CHP
FC + CHP
FC + CHP + Chill + TES
FC + CHP + AbChill

Base load
Base load
Diurnal
Base load
Load follow
Load follow
Base load

Non-TOU
TOU
TOU
Non-TOU
TOU
TOU
Non-TOU

No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No

the future energy cost projections. Higher electric rates and lower
gas rates are favorable to fuel cells. Most geographic analysis of
fuel cell viability will reﬂect this value of energy conversion, see
for example Fig. 3. Thus, to identify impacts of different operating modes and complementary technologies, most results are
presented as comparisons to the initial baseline case of Fig. 3.
These seven scenarios, mapping features, and national commercial building datasets are included features of the DG-BEAT tool,
and can be readily repeated with generator speciﬁc costs and performance as well as speciﬁc ﬁnancing terms and updated utility
pricing or forecasts. Further inquiries into speciﬁc features of each
state, or the impact of various state incentives [17], are relevant
to fuel cell deployment but omitted here due to their temporary
nature. This work brings focus to broader regional trends and DG
system design considerations.
2. Methodology
This study presents seven test cases evaluated using the national
analysis feature of DG-BEAT. Numerous scenarios were evaluated,
but the scenarios presented in Table 1 were selected to illustrate
particularly relevant impacts on the stationary fuel cell market.
All scenarios outlined in Table 1 included a generic SOFC module
with 60% fuel-to-electric conversion efﬁciency. Heat recovery, to
an exhaust temperature of 100 ◦ C, is applied to the heating demand
coincident with the electric generation. Scenarios 6 and 7 consider
the addition of electric chillers with thermal storage or the addition
of an absorption chiller. Scenarios 1, 4 and 7 consider a ﬁxed price of
purchased electricity, while scenarios 2, 3, 5, and 6 consider timeof-use (TOU) pricing. All seven scenarios include a simulation of
16 building varieties across the lower 48 states. The unique energy
costs and climates in Alaska and Hawaii merit separate analysis.
Each simulation consisted of loading the appropriate building
energy proﬁle, speciﬁc to each states climate, determining the fuel
cell and balance of system capacities (i.e. chillers, thermal storage,
batteries) according to the control strategy and export allowances,
dispatching the energy systems according to the control strategy
and export allowances, calculating the baseline and dispatched
costs and emissions, and performing a net-present-cost analysis of
the buildings energy expenses over the lifetime of the DG system.
There are a variety of methods available to determine the size of
the fuel cell and balance of system technology built into DG-BEAT.
Fig. 2 illustrates the trade-offs between several sizing methods.
The presented trends are not precise but are indicative of the
decision making considerations when sizing and operating a combined cooling, heating and power (CCHP) system. Meeting a greater
proportion of the demand requires increasingly expensive technology to meet peak capacity and respond to building dynamics.
The increase in size and decrease in operating hours of the selfgeneration technology causes an exponential rise in the relative
equipment costs. As the self-generation is better utilized (operates a greater proportion of the time), energy and operations costs
increase, while utility charges are reduced.
The sum of these three curves results in a convex curve
which can be optimized for one of three objectives: (a) the
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Fig. 1. Map of relative ‘spark spread’ between gas and electric rates projected over the next 10 years.

Table 2
Expressions for determination of distributed generation dispatch using individual
generator characteristics, building load proﬁles, and grid energy charges.
Equations
Base load dispatch


DGt = min

demandt



∀t ∈ year

Load following dispatch
DGt = demandt


Constrained by: DGt − DGt−1 < RR
and DGsize /DGturn down ≤ DGt ≤ DGsize
Diurnal dispatch (repeated daily)
has 96 time segments
*each 24 h day



96


ton
→ min
toff



(demandt − DGt ) · Pricegrid

t=1

where: DGt ≤ demandt ∀ t
Fig. 2. Descriptive diagram of the economic impact of DG system capacity.

maximum energy cost savings, (b) the maximum potential emissions reduction for a given cost, and (c) the quickest investment
payback period. Determination of these points is speciﬁc to each
building/state/DG installation combination and requires iteration
between the building dynamics, generator performance, control
strategy, and utility costs. For many installation sites in the United
States the initial installation costs for a CCHP system are high
enough that the energy costs with CCHP are never less than the
grid alternative.
Alternative sizing options include setting the size to meet a ﬁxed
portion of building demand or designing the largest system that
will not export power back to the grid at any time during the year.
These simple sizing methods are typical in the marketplace, but, are
not the economically optimal solutions and may result in a larger
or smaller than optimal fuel cell system. The zero-export sizing
methodology is preferable for presenting the national trends covered in this paper since the sizing is independent of utility rates,
and many utilities are resistant to exporting self-generation onto
the grid.
The three dispatch algorithms (i.e. base load, load-following, and
diurnal dispatch) are presented in Table 2, adapted from [1]. For all
scenarios except 4, the FC is sized to never export electricity. For
the base load control strategy, Scenarios 1, 2, and 7, the FC is sized
for the annual base load of the building. For Scenario 4, the fuel cell
size is determined iteratively to ﬁnd the best NPC savings assuming
a 10-year plant lifespan and including the value of excess energy

Piecewise generation proﬁle DGt determined by:
⎧
min (demandt ), 1 < t < ton − ron − 1

⎪
t<ton −ron
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨ demandton − rampt ,
min (demandt ),

on
off
⎪
⎪
demandton − rampt ,
⎪
⎪
⎩ min (demandt ),

t

ton − ron < t < ton − 1
ton < t < toff

<t<t

toff + 1 < t < toff + roff
toff + roff + 1 < t < 96

toff <t

where
min
ron =

ton <t<toff

min
roff =

ton <t<toff

(demandt )− min (demandt )
t<ton
RR
(demandt )− min (demandt )
toff <t
RR

The ramping rate is constrained by:
(rampt+1 − rampt ) ≤ RR



# of DG sys

RR =

DGramp raten DGsizen
n=1

re-sold onto the grid. Scenarios 3, 5, and 6 size the FC relative to the
on-peak (e.g. 8 AM to 6 PM) demand for weekdays in the summer
(i.e. June to September).
When comparing states in the national analyses, the peculiarities of individual electric utility rate structures were avoided by
using a single non-TOU (time of use) and single TOU rate structure.
These two rate structures are scaled locally, and seasonally, to the
average state energy costs for commercial users. Data is taken from
EIA 2014 monthly electric and gas prices. Self-generation typically
reduces energy charges by a greater fraction than demand charges,
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Table 3
Cost and ﬁnancing terms.
Parameter

Value

Units

FC installed cost
FC O&M cost
FC stack lifespan
Stack replacement
Electric chiller cost
Thermal storage
Absorption chiller
Loan duration
Loan interest rate
Inﬂation

Variable
100
5
1200
250
10
350
15
6
1.9

$/kW
$/kW year
Years
$/kW
$/ton
$/ton
$/ton
Years
Percent
Percent

resulting in higher costs per kWh of utility purchased electricity.
Capturing the changing ratio of energy/demand charges is critical
to understanding the economic trade-offs of installing larger base
load systems. Utility costs are projected forward 10 years using the
historical 25-year trend line for each state and adding the seasonal
variation.
Table 3 summarizes the component installation costs estimated
from various manufactures [30,31], the operation and maintenance
costs assumed to be equivalent to more established distributed
technologies such as micro-turbines [32], and ﬁnancing terms used
in calculating the net present cost (NPC) of the baseline building
and building with DG. Cost estimates for SOFC differ substantially
based upon the stack size and production quantity. A ﬁxed value of
$1200/kW was chosen for the stack replacement cost based upon
the recent analysis for auxiliary power units conducted by Batelle
[33]. The break-even installation cost of the fuel cell was left as a
calculated variable. The grid parity cost of the FC was determined
by balancing the net present costs of the building with and without DG. Thus the ﬁgures presented in the Results section represent the
installed fuel cell cost that would deliver energy (i.e. electricity, heating, and cooling) to the average commercial building of the state at
an equal price to the current electric and gas utilities of that state. If
and when actual installed fuel cell costs are less than the indicated
grid parity cost, then fuel cell installations become economically
preferable for a majority of the commercial buildings within the
state.
The results presented are the weighted average of all commercial buildings within the state accounting for all of the individual
building-generator dynamics.
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The raw values for all 16 buildings in each state are weighted
by the proportion, in annual energy use, that each building type
contributes to the state total. As such, some building types and
locations may justify a fuel cell installation well before it is economically preferred for the ‘average’ building in a particular state.
Additionally the systems in all scenarios, except Scenario 4, do not
represent the cost optimal installation size, and a more economically preferable size may be found. A negative FC cost represents a
losing proposition, where regardless of the FC cost, the installation
would be ﬁnancially unsound. The unquantiﬁed air quality, carbon emissions, and reliability improvements, or location speciﬁc
energy costs may support FC installations in these states, despite
the ﬁnancial loss for the ‘average’ commercial building.
3. Results
3.1. Baseline results
Scenarios 1 and 2 consider a fuel cell sized to the base load
demand of each building. The fuel cell is operated continuously at
full output in both cases, while the electric rate switches between
non-TOU and TOU. For most buildings the majority of the demand
greater than the building base load occurs during peak hours, and is
subject to higher rates in Scenario 2. Since this constitutes a greater
portion of the purchased electricity when the fuel cell is installed,
the effective electric rate is higher, and the net energy costs offset
by the FC are reduced. Thus the grid parity cost (i.e. the FC cost
resulting in equal net present costs for the grid only and grid supported FC cases) is lower when TOU rates are applied. The generic
TOU rate also has higher demand charges which has the same effect
for highly dynamic building proﬁles (e.g. restaurants and strip-mall
retail stores), and minimal effect for less dynamic buildings such as
a hospital.
Fig. 3 presents the grid parity costs for Scenario 2: base load
fuel cell with TOU electric rates. This is considered the baseline
since most utility companies have transitioned commercial customers with self-generation to some variety of TOU pricing. Higher
grid parity cost is better for a fuel cell installation since these areas
will tend realize an economic beneﬁt at higher fuel cell prices of
$7000–10,000/kW, and a larger beneﬁt when prices are reduced or
incentivized. The calculated grid parity cost does not consider any
local or federal incentive programs, but does consider the building
proﬁle, fuel cell efﬁciency, escalating natural gas and electric rates,

Fig. 3. Grid parity installed FC cost for Scenario 2: base load FC with TOU pricing.
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ﬁnancing and maintenance costs including stack replacement at 5
years. The results of 800 annual simulations of building/state combinations have been weighted by the proportion of a state’s base
load attributable to each building type. The cost parity map for Scenario 1 looks quite similar to that shown for Scenario 2 (Fig. 3)
with grid parity costs $1500–2500 higher; however few utilities
would offer non-TOU rates to commercial buildings with on-site
generation. The grid parity cost is speciﬁed per kW of installed FC
capacity, and represents the installed fuel cell cost which results in
zero net-present-cost savings over the 10-year lifetime of the fuel
cell.
The Department of Energy’s Ofﬁce of Energy Efﬁciency and
Renewable Energy has identiﬁed California, Connecticut, New York,
Ohio, and South Carolina as the leaders in fuel cell deployment [34].
Not surprisingly, some of these same states demonstrated the highest grid parity FC costs on the map with values ranging from $7300
to $10,200/kW installed (Fig. 3). Ohio and South Carolina appear
as less than ideal locations for stationary fuel cells, but progressive local policies or incentives have attracted signiﬁcant fuel cell
industry research, development and installations. The upper end
of this grid parity cost scale, $7000–10,000, corresponds well with
current unsubsidized installed fuel cell costs [35]. Cost projections
as low as 1/5th of these values are widespread and would substantially increase the market appeal of the technology [2]. In the past
5 years fuel cell system costs have been halved and future cost savings can be realized by manufacturing at greater scale [36]. Note
these values are the weighted average for all commercial buildings
within the state, and certain buildings such as apartment buildings and hotels, may be able to justify installed FC costs that are
$1000–2000 higher.
Michigan is a surprisingly well-suited location for stationary fuel
cells with a grid parity cost that is $300 higher than California.
Michigan also has the 8th largest commercial building inventory
of any state. Michigan has both high electric and high gas rates,
but it is the nearly year-round heating demand that can be partially met by a combined heat and power (CHP) fuel cell that makes
Michigan such an attractive location. Neighboring states with similar climates have considerably cheaper electric and gas rates, and
do not see such high potential for CHP fuel cells. Massachusetts,
New Jersey, and Rhode Island see similar grid parity costs as New
York and Connecticut due to the similarly high electric rates.
Fig. 3 also illustrates several regions, the south and northwest for example, that contain states exhibiting a negative grid

parity cost largely due to inexpensive grid electricity. These
states offer a deﬁnite challenge to the widespread cost effectiveness of stationary FC deployments, but are not prohibitive to
niche markets which value additional features such as low environmental impact, low acoustical impact, or enhanced electric
reliability.
Fig. 4 illustrates the proportion, 30–45%, of each state’s commercial electric demand that could be displaced by distributed base
load fuel cells. These values apply to Scenario’s 1 and 2, and will be
substantially higher for all other scenarios. States with mild or dry
climates, such as California, or large numbers of apartment buildings, such as New York, have higher base loads. Buildings such as
hospitals and hotels with steady year round energy demands are
often ideal for base load installations [37].
There is a strong correlation between the proportion of base
load demand and the potential cost savings using stationary fuel
cells. Smaller capacity systems, displacing 10–35% of annual electric
demand, improve reliability of critical systems, but may not offset
sufﬁcient energy costs unless the generation is highly responsive to
peak load events and signiﬁcantly reduces demand charges. Larger
systems, displacing 40–75% of annual electric demand, may better
justify the investment in self-generation. Without sellback to the
grid, larger systems designed to displace more than 80% of annual
electric use become cost-prohibitive. Displacing more than 80%
of electric use requires either a low capacity factor or substantial
energy storage (see Fig. 2).
There is no apparent correlation between building size and FC
parity cost, however larger buildings may be more attractive candidates because large FC systems can achieve lower installed costs
on a per kW basis, but the current method of comparison excludes
this impact.
Fig. 5 presents the same data from Scenario 2, but grouped by
building type rather than state. Each building type demonstrates
a positive FC parity price, thus indicating that the national average value of a base loaded stationary fuel cell is approximately
$3500/kW installed. Price parity values for building categories
within individual states range as high as $12,000 and as low as
−$2500/kW. The negative values indicate that despite a 60% conversion efﬁciency, a fuel cell cannot overcome the small price
differential between natural gas and the coal-ﬁred or hydro-electric
plants powering the electric grid. Nationally, warehouses appear to
be the least attractive building category for fuel cell installations,
despite a nearly 50% base load. This is largely due to a complete

Fig. 4. Percentage of annual commercial building electric demand met by base loaded fuel cell installation.
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Fig. 5. National average grid parity cost of self-generation as installed and operated in a base-load fashion in individual commercial building types.

absence of heating demands to be offset, and the placement of
warehouses in locations with inexpensive energy costs.
Academic and industry analysts, in-line with government targets, estimate future mass production costs to be $1000/kW,
although this may be optimistic [38]. Considering permitting,
installation, and insurance costs in addition to this manufacturing
target cost should leave plenty of space for proﬁt and savings under
the $3500 national average break-even cost. For a speciﬁc location,
there is a strong correlation between base load percent and the
grid parity cost that is not apparent in this national-level analysis
due to the uneven distribution of each building type among states.
Individual site sensitivity analyses are important to identify these
relationships which cannot be discerned solely from the national
market and/or state-by-state analyses detailed herein. Interesting
features are none-the-less well discerned from each scenario when
grouping the data by state or by building type. The remaining scenarios will be grouped by state, but features of both individual
installations and state-wide averages will be discussed.
Annual emissions reductions depend upon the local grid emissions, the amount of grid electricity displaced, and the time of day
the electricity is displaced. Fig. 6 presents a map of the emissions
reduction potential of Scenario 2. The map is nearly inverted from
Fig. 3 due to the high correlation of electricity costs and clean
energy. The northwest provides an exception due to the abundance of low cost hydro power. Installing a base load fuel cell in
a low carbon state, such as California, could reduce CO2 emissions
by 21%. The bulk of the carbon emissions associated with electricity in California occur during on-peak hours when a base load fuel
cell is offsetting only a portion of the demand. California buildings could realize a 46% reduction in CO2 by installing a larger
load-following fuel cell which meets signiﬁcantly more on-peak
demand. An appropriately sized system, tested in Scenario 5, will
account for nearly 95% of the buildings annual electric demand, and
nearly 90% of on-peak demand. The additional CO2 reduction comes
at a cost. The fuel cell capacity factor is reduced to 66% and the cost
of the FC installation must decrease from $9000 to $4500/kW to
realize an economic beneﬁt.
3.2. Control strategy impacts
The DG-BEAT tool includes 5 control strategies; (a) base load,
ﬁxed power operation, (b) weekend dip, a scheduled operation
with full load on weekdays and part-load on weekends/holidays,
(c) diurnal dispatch, a dynamic daily scheduling in which the system is designed to meet the bulk of the on-peak hour demand with

a single power set-point, and operate at reduced power during the
off-peak hours, (d) a fully dynamic load following dispatch subject
only to the ramp rate constraints speciﬁed for the generator and
other equipment, and (e) an emissions control algorithm developed
to minimize the net carbon emissions attributable to the building
using historical grid emissions as a reference.
Scenarios 1, 2, 4, and 7 utilize the simplest dispatch strategy,
base load operation. Scenarios 3 and 5 consider diurnal dispatch and
load following respectively. Both scenarios consider TOU energy
pricing and do not allow sell-back of excess energy. Table 2 presents
the dispatch algorithms for both control approaches. The primary
difference to a building site with either of these control strategies is
the installation of a larger fuel cell system that is not continuously
operated at full capacity. Both diurnal dispatch and load following
control strategies have previously been shown to be feasible for
high temperature fuel cells [4,5].
Sizing the system to mitigate additional energy and demand
charges without excessively impacting the capacity factor requires
an optimization which was not conducted for Scenarios 3 and 5.
Previous studies have suggested the most economical means of
operating a high temperature fuel cell is in a life preserving mode
[29] and that diurnal operation may actually extend the lifespan
by operating at reduced current [5]. Scenario 3 sized the fuel cell
capacity to the minimum electricity demand during on-peak hours
of the average summer weekday. Scenario 5 sizes the system to
the average on-peak hour demand for a summer weekday. Both
scenarios consider the turndown ratio and the minimum power
demand of the year to avoid ever exporting power. This study ﬁnds
additional cost savings for the majority of the buildings and states
when a larger installation is operated on a daily schedule, rather
than a smaller base-load unit.
The non-optimal sizing results in a relatively low capacity factor,
<60%, and high proportion of self-generation, >80%, for Scenario 3.
The system of Scenario 3 is substantially oversized, particularly in
low cost energy markets, resulting in lower grid-parity costs than
Scenario 2 for the primary candidate states of California, New York,
and Connecticut. Elsewhere, installing a larger system that can turn
down to part-load on a daily schedule resulted in additional savings for 438 of the 800 building/state combinations, but resulted in
higher grid parity costs for only 269 cases (1/3 of all buildings). The
difference arises from the fact that the average installation capacity
increased by 250% and the additional savings (10–50%) are divided
by a more quickly increasing installation size. For these 269 buildings, the additional energy cost savings, as much as 25% of the total
energy costs, more than justiﬁes the additional capital investment.
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Fig. 6. Annual average CO2 emissions reduction from installation of a base load fuel cell operating on natural gas in the commercial building sector

Fig. 7. Difference in FC parity cost due to diurnal dispatch operating strategy.

Fig. 7 presents a comparison of Scenarios 2 and 3. The difference
in grid parity cost at each building is weighted by annual electric
demand of that building type in each state to produce Fig. 7. States
highly amenable to fuel cells in Scenarios 1 and 2 see a substantial
reduction in the grid parity cost due to the increased size, while 16
states see a net increase in parity cost. States with high energy costs
and low base load percentages, saw an increase in both net savings
grid parity price. Applications with highly predictable demand proﬁles such as small healthcare (out-patient) facilities and ‘big-box’
retail outlets would beneﬁt most from diurnal dispatch control.
Emissions, which decreased an average of 29.2% with the baseload generation, decreased an average of 56.3% with the diurnal
dispatch strategy. The average commercial building self-generation
increased from 42.7% to 80.2%. The large reduction in emissions
stems from the heat recovery and greater displacement of coal
power and is in line with previous case studies [39]. A larger installation size generates additional heat to offset more of the winter
heating loads present throughout much of the country.
Scenario 5 analyzes a slightly larger system controlled to follow
demand, subject to ramping constraints. The results are similar to

Scenario 3. Meeting more of the morning and evening demands
increases the self-generation to 85%. Combined with the capacity
to mitigate demand charges, annual grid charges decrease by 20%.
Distributing the cost savings amongst a 28% increase in installation
size, amounts to a 7% reduction in grid parity price between Scenarios 3 and 5. Emission reductions further increased from 56% to
64% due to the additional heating emissions and high proportion of
on-peak electricity offset by the load-following FC system. Apartments and hotels see the greatest beneﬁt from this strategy due to
the shoulder peaks in demand (e.g. 6–9 AM and 6–9 PM) not met
by the diurnal dispatch method.
3.3. Electricity sell-back
Scenario 4 considers the possibility of selling excess electricity
back to the grid at 50% of the retail rate. This challenges utilities
to further reduce generation during off-peak and winter seasons,
but incentivizes larger self-generation installations which can alleviate summer peak capacity concerns. Fuel cells beneﬁt from a
net-metering program in most states, Fig. 8. Sell-back allows for
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Fig. 8. Difference in FC parity cost due to grid sellback at 50% of the retail price.

installation of a larger base load system, and load following systems
offer the potential to contribute as a dispatchable grid resource [3].
The high efﬁciency conversion of gas to electricity of the FC system results in low marginal generation costs which, even at 50%
of retail electricity rates, can generate revenue in some high cost
electricity markets. This is especially true for TOU rates during the
summer peak periods. Once again, states that were highly amenable
to stationary fuel cells in Scenario 2, see a further reduction in net
building energy costs by introducing a larger system that can export
power in Scenario 4, but see a lower grid parity cost due to the larger
installation.
DG-BEAT has the ability to perform a cost optimization that
minimizes the net present cost for the building with a DG system by
varying the size of the system between the base load and the peak
load. A modiﬁed Newtonian search method identiﬁes the optimal
size ±0.1%. In cases in which a FC system is not economically beneﬁcial, this algorithm will result in a very small system. In cases with
a small economic beneﬁt from sellback, the size may only increase
slightly from the baseload size of Scenarios 1 and 2. In other cases
the size increased sufﬁciently to transform the building into a net
exporter of electricity. In no cases could a fuel cell system generate
electricity at 50% of the local utility rate. The export of electricity arises from the low marginal cost of generation and the excess
capacity throughout the day when the system is sized to meet the
building’s peak electricity demand.
From Figs. 3, 7 and 8 we can infer that in New York a fuel cell
costing between $7000 and $9000/kW would break even operating
as smaller base load unit. At a cost between $5000 and $7000/kW
a larger base load system exporting power at 50% of the retail price
would break even. At $5000/kW a larger fuel cell system could
break even without exporting power if it were capable of some
degree of scheduling or load following. Therefore, at an installed
cost of $5000/kW a small base load system may still be preferred
as it would save more than $2000/kW over the 10-year lifespan of
the system. However, the larger system displaces a greater portion
of the electric charges and electric emissions, and will thus accrue
additional savings over the smaller system as they continue to operate beyond 10 years. At an installed cost at or below $3500/kW the
total savings over the ﬁrst 10 years is greater for the larger system
than the small baseload system, and the emissions savings may
double.
In Colorado a different picture emerges. The base load grid parity cost is considerably lower, ranging from $2000 to $4500 for

different buildings self-generating between 30% and 52% of their
electricity demand. The grid parity price is the same for a larger
fuel cell operated dynamically or as an exporter. From these two
speciﬁc cases, and other states, we can surmise that increasing the
capacity from 40% to 80% of annual electric demand equates to a
net present value of $3000–4000/kW of dispatchable power. This
rate brings down the average parity price of a fuel cell system in
New York, and is directly in line with the parity price of a base load
system in Colorado.
3.4. Complimentary technologies
The factor in DG-BEAT analyses that has the second largest
impact, after energy costs, is climate. Fig. 9 presents a map of
the proportion of annual electric use devoted to air conditioning. Climate particularly affects the impact of thermal storage and
absorption chillers that are analyzed in Scenario 6.
In warm climates thermal storage can reduce peak cooling
demand by 57% [6], allowing smaller chillers to be installed. This
scenario considers the addition of both electric chillers and thermal storage to the installation of a stationary fuel cell. The fuel cell
installation remains the same size as that of Scenarios 1 and 2, thus
any differences are directly attributable to the chillers and thermal storage technologies included in the balance of system. The
cold-water thermal storage is sized to meet the on-peak cooling
demand of the most severe summer day. The chillers were sized to

Fig. 9. HVAC cooling load as a proportion of total building demand.
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Fig. 10. Difference in FC parity cost due to cold-water energy storage.

meet the off-peak cooling demand and charge the cold-water tank.
An optimization of the cold-water storage and chiller sizing was
not conducted but is discussed in the literature [14].
Fig. 10 presents the grid parity cost results of Scenario 6. The
beneﬁts of thermal storage can be seen throughout the Southeast,
the Midwest and Arizona. This analysis did not consider removal
of the original HVAC system, thus the $350 per ton refers to the
additional cost of installing efﬁcient centrifugal electric chillers in
addition to any existing HVAC units. Despite these additional installation costs the savings were considerable; largely associated with
shifting electric demand from on-peak to off-peak hours. In hot and
humid climates there is sufﬁcient economic beneﬁt associated with
sizing a cold-water storage system to nearly completely levelize
the summer electricity demand of the building. Because Scenario 6
sizes the chiller and thermal energy storage to completely levelize
the summer electricity demand of each building type there is little difference in the sizing, operation, or ﬁnancial results from the
different control strategies.
Without thermal storage and district cooling the state of Florida
realizes no net beneﬁt in energy costs when a stationary fuel cell
is installed. With thermal storage the state electricity costs reach
parity with a fuel cell system at an installed cost of $3500/kW.

Net annual carbon emissions were reduced 35–45% with the use of
fuel cells and thermal storage. The additional 10% reduction with
respect to Scenario 2 is directly attributable to the installation of
thermal storage. These results are in-line with the emissions analyses of others [6].
Fig. 10 presents a strong net impact on the commercial building
sector in the Southeast, but the impact is much greater for certain building types with high air-conditioning loads. Fig. 11 takes
a closer look at the results for the 16 building varieties in Florida,
comparing the increase in grid parity cost (solid bars) to the proportion of electric load associated with air conditioning (dashed
bars).
Buildings with greater than 30% of their electric demand from air
conditioning (e.g. secondary schools, hotels, and outpatient facilities) result in the highest FC grid parity costs; $7000–9000/kW. For
these buildings this conﬁguration of a stationary fuel cell paired
with electric chillers and cold-water storage (Scenario 6) is comparable to the high value markets of New York and California
identiﬁed in Scenarios 1 and 2.
The ﬁnal scenario analyzed was the combination of a fuel cell
and absorption chiller (Scenario 7). An absorption chiller utilizes
the waste heat to generate cooling for a building and can result in

Fig. 11. Air conditioning loads and impact of thermal storage in Florida.
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Fig. 12. Change in parity cost of installed FC when paired with absorption chiller.

Table 4
Scenario 7: impact on grid parity cost from absorption chiller by building type (units
of $/kW).
Full-service rest.
Fast food
Primary school
Secondary school
Large ofﬁce
Medium ofﬁce
Small ofﬁce
Apartment

−1394.45
−1446.60
−1216.24
−997.22
−966.36
−1297.45
−1821.01
−1714.97

Large hotel
Small hotel
Large hospital
Outpatient facility
Big-box retail
Strip mall
Supermarket
Warehouse

−835.83
−986.56
−510.88
−1258.66
−1576.39
−1208.44
−631.49
−1582.77

net CHP efﬁciencies as high as 87% [8]. Absorption chillers have been
considered excellent candidates for integration with a CHP fuel cell
due to the well suited temperature of the MCFC or SOFC exhaust,
though some bypass or dilution may be required to integrate offthe-shelf systems [9]. The absorption chiller cannot replace the
existing HVAC system, but can supplement it when electric and
cooling demands are coincident. An absorption chiller reduces the
net electric use of a building and avoids potential greenhouse gas
and pollutant emissions.
However, as Fig. 12 and Table 4 demonstrate, at an installed
cost of $750 per ton an absorption chiller does not save money in
any state or at any particular commercial building category. The
emissions savings are negligible in this scenario. Buildings such as
hospitals, hotels, and supermarkets are the most likely to beneﬁt
from an absorption chiller installation, albeit at a lower cost. These
results are in line with previous studies by Medrano et al. [40]. The
negative value proposition result is somewhat surprising, as the
utilization of free waste heat to generate cooling is fundamentally
beneﬁcial. However, the dynamics of the building demand proﬁles
resulted in either low utilization factors for the absorption chiller or
an undersized chiller that could not generate enough cost savings.
Further analysis with detailed integration into the HVAC dispatching might result in a more favorable system design for an absorption
chiller.
4. Summary and conclusions
This paper presented seven scenarios for stationary fuel cell
integration into the U.S. commercial building stock. A signiﬁcant
regional variability in the economic viability of stationary fuel
cell systems was determined to be largely dependent upon the
energy cost difference between gas and electric energy rates. The

strengths of many initial markets (e.g. California, New York, Connecticut) were afﬁrmed while additional states such as Michigan
demonstrated strong potential for economic beneﬁt with current
stationary fuel cell prices.
Time-of-use pricing played a strong part in determining the
optimal dispatch strategy. When installed system cost dips below
$5000 many building/market combinations can realize additional
cost and emission reductions by self-generating as much as 85%
of their electricity demand using larger systems with dynamic dispatch capability.
Building dynamics played an important role in determining
types of commercial buildings that are most amenable to stationary fuel cell installations. Buildings with large base loads such as
supermarkets, hotels, and apartment buildings most often realized
the most beneﬁt. Sell-back of electricity, at 50% of retail prices,
increased the optimal size of building FC installations by as much
as 130% in high cost energy markets, but had negligible impact in
low cost energy markets.
Climate played a large role in the viability of balance of system
technology, noticeably improving the economics of installations
with integrated cold-water storage in the Southeast.
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